Fastening systems for AirLoc Wedgmount® Precision Levelers

The AirLoc fastening systems suit optimally to the corresponding AirLoc product. High-quality material from the best suppliers guarantee easy, secure mounting, reliable functioning, and long-life even under severe conditions.

**Studs P**
Fixing system with stud type P for bolt-on AirLoc Wedgmount® Precision Levelers.

**Studs S**
Stud type S for bolt-through AirLoc Wedgmount® Precision Levelers as well as for TA/SL heavy duty anchors and dowels and RG MI internally threaded anchors.

**Heavy duty anchors and dowels TA/SL**
For easy ground anchoring system along with stud S.

**Studs RGM**
For heavy duty ground anchoring system along with resin anchor RM.

**Resin anchor RM**
For heavy duty ground anchoring system along with RG MI internally threaded anchor and stud S or with stud RGM.

**Internally threaded anchor RG MI**
For heavy duty ground anchoring system along with stud S and resin anchor RM.

**Disk springs**
For ground anchoring system along with AirLoc isolation.

**Spherical washers set**
For inclined position adjustment of anchor bolts. By using bolt-on and bolt-through AirLoc Wedgmount® Precision Levelers including spherical seat.

**Isolating washers**
For vibration decoupling of anchor bolts. By using bolt-through AirLoc Wedgmount® Precision Levelers with AirLoc isolation.
Isolating tubes
For vibration decoupling of anchor bolts. By using bolt-through AirLoc Wedgmount® Precision Levelers with AirLoc isolation.
more ▶

AirLoc Spacers
AirLoc Spacers enlarge the levelling range of AirLoc Wedgmount® Precision Levelers including spherical seat.
more ▶

AP - Anchoring brackets
Anchoring brackets permit subsequent anchoring of KaBloc series AirLoc Wedgmount® Precision Levelers.
more ▶

Our application engineers will be glad to recommend you the optimum solution. Please contact us!
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